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Overall impressions
• Overall, the report can be commended for providing an analysis of our South African context
that problematizes the real challenges.
• Kudos for obtaining new evidence from National Income Dynamics Study on changes in
income poverty among rural-to-urban migrants and doing own analysis using Stats SA data.
These analyses provide important evidence to work with.
• Taking the role of urbanisation seriously as an opportunity for narrowing the country’s
spatial inequalities is an interesting contribution that the report contains.
• The title of the paper elicits interest: the meaning and measure of inclusive growth in South
Africa: In search of genuine economic transformation. In terms of how the report speaks to
this title, there is a pressing need for earnest debate about genuine economic
transformation. The report skilfully acknowledges, yet does not delve into considerations of
what a model of inclusive development might look like.
“A shared vision for a more inclusive development path is urgent, but what might this look
like, whose responsibility should it be, and what specifically could be done
to shift the current trajectory?”

Overall impressions
• The South African economy is impacted by the global economy, the global model of
development and globalisation. The report does acknowledge this, but doesn’t emphasize
how much it impacts on us. In the academic literature, it is common for scholars to bemoan
how development discourse has arrested and how a new model of development is needed,
but then not to venture one. That line of discourse is frustrating, so the tack of focusing on
the discourse that looks at institutions, and matters of space, place and geography as you
have done is useful as it offers more options where local actors can use endogenous levers
to try to make an impact, rather than focusing on exogenous factors that our outside of the
locus of our control.
• Comment: besides institutions, space, place and geography, what about including
considerations of financing and culture change? E.g. housing financing for affordable
housing, considerations of municipal financing and how municipal funding models mean
that larger metros have more revenue generation options.
• In terms of culture change: Inclusion is therefore about social processes and dynamics of
change, as well as outcomes. It recognises the importance of human agency in that people
are essential agents of change and their ‘bottom-up’ practices can contribute to socioeconomic development. It is inherently political and implies the exercise of power.
This means asking questions about who is included and who is not, why this is the
case, and what are the consequences? The challenge is: how do you measure
such attitudinal change? (Perception based studies?)

Comment on the indicators
• Given the practicalities of obtaining data, there is a pragmatic need to balance what one is
able to measure with what should be measured. Is there data that you really want to obtain
and how can we support by starting to work towards that?
• Page 7: sustainability indices that are blank - how will you be treating these?
• Page 6: E1. World Bank ease of doing business score - is blank
• Page 29: suggests the need for an indicator regarding how new business formation and
survival
• Page 30 : Workplace based initiatives – any way to measure this?
• Page 6: market transparency and information symmetry: cellphone ownership - what about
cost of data by market segment (the poor pay more for data)?
• Page 7: I1. % completed secondary or tertiary education. Can it be separated?
• Page 7: K. Greater investments in environmental health and reduced natural resource
usage.* - Efficient water usage index?
• Page 7: N5. % victim of crime over last year - how does this get calculated?
• Gender related indicators – pay gap using SARS data?
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Which actors: who can champion inclusive
growth?
• The weakening of the sovereignty of the state within the context in which globalisation has
brought about global production networks and concentration in the form of large firms that
operate over the borders of nation states has an impact on the ability of the state to act.
Can a weakened state play the role of correcting where the market doesn’t do so? For
example the cost to communicate is high in South Africa. How likely is it that the
Competition Commission will be able to reduce the cost of data in South Africa. This
situation creates a digital divide that is important to address if we want an inclusive
economy. We are seeing firms taking the fines and continuing their anti-competitive
behaviour. One facet of globalisation is that it has had an impact of undermining the
competitive principle capitalism and introducing oligopolist behaviour.
• Who is the intended audience of the report? Is it written with government officials in mind?
Who will use the indicators? Do the indicators have a life beyond this report? Is there an
online platform that will ensure that they are updated? Role of civil society? Academia?
• The report could delve a bit more into the role of business and partnerships (pg 29). The UN
has made a distinct choice to emphasize partnership with business. This shift was to
acknowledge that there are many entrepreneurs and business owners who have a
social conscience. Can the report explore the role of business in promoting inclusive
growth? What kind of trust is needed for business to invest its cash reserves?

The role of state institutions
• The trend of proliferating state institutions with overlapping mandates in South Africa is a
wasteful and concerning trend worth mentioning. This probably arises when an institution
doesn’t do what it is meant to and so another institution is established rather than trying
to address the shortcomings in the original institution. We need effective institutions
focused on implementing with excellence.
• If institutions are responsible for supporting the realisation of human rights, how does one
monitor inclusive growth outcomes per institution?

Recommendations relating to particular parts of
the report
• To contextualize, may want to include growth rates in South Africa over time and at a more
disaggregated level. CSIR’s regional spatial profiler might be of help.
• It is noted that township economies is a relatively new policy thrust (page 28). Could that be
expounded upon and possibly given its own paragraph. Does the notion of promoting
township economies belong in the same context / paragraph as informality?
• Role of intergovernmental relations in terms of achieving success or causing frustration
(page 21). For example when speaking about the amount of time spent commuting to work,
in Cape Town, some of challenge is caused by trains not running on time and this is having a
knock on effect in driving worsening congestion on the roads. The city is not able to impact
on how Metrorail trains are being run by Prasa.
• One of the recommendations in the report is to support the start-up and growth of small
enterprises (page 30). If we acknowledge that concentration in firms means that small
businesses find it really tough to compete and enter into markets, then we can look to
practical policy options such as requirements for supplier development programmes to
integrate smaller firms into supply chains and requiring malls to make space for traders.

Dealing with structural injustice entailed in
social exclusion
• “It requires deconstructing active forms of discrimination, such as inequality before the law,
while also recognising passive forms of discrimination, such as unequal access to schools
and healthcare, or even unrealistic norms and standards set by governments which serve to
perpetuate poverty and exclusion”.
• Comment: There’s a very pervasive consideration of reproduction of social exclusion and
discrimination through social mores and institutional practices. How does one measure /
study that?
• “Inclusion incorporates the concept of justice or fairness, not only through rights as they
appear on paper, but also as they operate in the real world and whether or not people have
recourse for being excluded.”
• Comment: The transition from nationalism under Apartheid to constitutionalism brought
with it the promise of progressive achievement of human rights. Some authors have pointed
out how fast and vast the amount of policy and legislative change that occurred since 1994
has been. State institutions are charged with supporting citizens to realise these rights.
There is an expectation gap in terms of what is written on paper and making that happen.
• Comment: Could be useful to explore rights discourse relating to first, second and third
generation (blue, red and green) rights. As well as Iris Marion Young's writings on
responsibility for justice when dealing with structural injustice.

Let’s have the tough conversations
• The report speaks to the following:

“Changing the country’s development path necessitates challenging vested interests and
altering social outcomes, which is bound to provoke controversy and resistance.”
If we’re intent on genuine economic transformation, we have to have this conversation.
• In the report, the question is posed: “Can a more all-encompassing definition of the society
be envisioned that builds on its established capabilities, while incorporating and integrating
other diverse groups and communities into its structures and institutions to create
something new and distinctive? This is clearly part of the challenge for countries in transition
from bitter and divided pasts, such as South Africa.”
Excellent question that requires further conversation.
• The report speaks to supporting the rental sector (page 22) - How do you encourage
property developers to develop more rental stock? Particularly affordable inner city housing.
• “If inclusive cities embody the UN commitment then reaching out to the most vulnerable
groups and supporting shack communities and aspiring migrants should be a priority.”
How practically? Can we have this conversation?

Let’s have the tough conversations
• “Within the ruling party, a popular thrust is to use the state’s massive spending on procurement to
favour black businesses, yet this requires flouting the rules and often undermines the delivery of
responsive public services.”

• The issue of the 1994 transition being an incomplete transition. The machinery of the state
was transformed, but as the title of the report suggests, we need genuine economic
transformation. Eventually we have to deal with that.
• “The constitutional settlement was supposed to provide a framework through which social
transformation would be achieved by creating new institutions and guaranteeing important
socio-economic rights and freedoms. State capture of institutions and provoking race issues
distracts from socio-economic rights and freedoms that institutions are meant to champion
being eroded by capturing those institutions.”
• On the proliferation of indicators and on indicators: indicators are helpful in that they give
an evidence base from which to work. BUT, data is impersonal. When I look at figures
regarding homelessness, it is different than when I come across someone in the street and
listen to their story. We cannot become disaffected or focus our efforts on the fetish
of counting and monitoring, but must address the real challenges that we see reflected
in the data.

Thank you

Cosmetic feedback

Suggestion

Extract from text

Page 23: Braamfontein and Maboneng

Elaborate for those who don’t know about what has been
achieved in Braamfontein and Maboneng

Page 4: Rockefeller defines an inclusive economy as …

Rockefeller Foundation?

Page 4: increasing good job and work opportunity

Opportunities?

Page 5: It should be noted that inclusive growth does not cover all
the desirable dimensions of development. For example, it neglects
important objectives such as social protection, economic resilience
and environmental sustainability.

Do you mean definitionally or in relation to the
Rockefeller indicators? Didn’t quite follow this, because
there are some environmental sustainability indicators in
the report.

